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How to diffuse curly hair without a blow dryer

When we pull the curtain on the dry season in the air (also in summer), it's time again to add the 20 minutes of preparation to our morning routine. But don't be afraid. Just because you might not be able to count on the sun drying your curls doesn't mean you have to leave the house with wet strands - especially when temperatures are
getting particularly cold. No, ma'am-- getting sick certainly isn't worth skipping a little time. To make sure your curls look particularly kidnapped through it all, you must have the right tools. For us, that means you have a diffuser connection on our girl-approved curled hair dryers. And don't worry about having too much to look for because
we've washed our pubs on the market now. If there's one professional tip we've pledged to remember so far, it's that no curly person should get caught up in cold seasons without one. October 4, 2018National New York, NY - FEBRUARY 14: A model prepares backstage for Irina Vitjaz during New York Fashion Week: Plays at The I
Gallery at Spring Studios on February 14, 2018 in New York City. (Photo by Mireya Acierto/Getty Images for New York Fashion Week: Plays) Mireya AciertoHari Josh Diffuser is the perfect pairing for his editor's favorite match dryer. Created by the man in charge of Giselle's curls (which has launched a thousand Victoria's Secret hair how-
toss), this diffuser is lightweight and gets the job done, thanks to a smooth design that allows even heat distribution.$30 (shop now)Rice and beans. Cookies and milk. Nom's dispersing and edging dryer. Some things fit in perfectly, and this estrf — when used with their partner — is no exception. The thick separators allow the air to dry the
curls without changing their shape, while negative ions help banish frizz. What's the score? Rings are set to bouncy.$20 (shop now)If you've ever wondered what the hell this little bag covers the mouth of your hair dryer - it sprinkles. This particular one from YS Park is a favourite of hairstyle naeemah LaFond. It's mandatory. It suits every
dryer, it's lightweight, and the soft mesh fabric has a subtle touch on curls, she says.$24 (shop now)Naturally, hairstyling designer Justin Marjan reaches out to her GHD diffuser when it's time to dry some curls. I can attach it to my GHD Air hair dryer because it's easy to jump on and off, and it has delicate glands inside the claspe that
really helps shape curls, she says. I love that we see more girls improve their natural hair texture and travel it with a diffuser. $30 (shop now)Perfect for naturally curly girls especially, this Xtava Diffuser is an absolute texture enhancer. 360 degree airflow allows you to replace frizz with va-voom and reduce the wear time. In addition, the
dispersing fingers have drying vents so that your roots dry at the same time as your edges. Was Now $17 (shop now)Seal your recipes with this Segbeauty diffuser, which puts your curls in formation with the help of ion technology. Pigeons can also help your strands retain moisture - a critical feature for anyone with textured hair. The size
of this diffuser is also a draw; Users describe it as being under the hood in the living room so you can have all your curls. There was $15 now $8 (shop now)Since it fits on any hairdryer, Hairizone's luxury is exactly what you need for travel, as it has to work with everything the bathroom has in your hotel. Don't you think we'd give some jet-
setting compromise to these curls, did you?$19 (shop now)Designed for drybar line, bouncer diffuser is still happily universal. A boxing yellow diffuser, buttercup also more than lives up to its name - all it takes is 10 to 15 minutes to achieve lush buoyancy curls before you literally hopping out the door.$34 (shop now)Finger extenders
create softness in Solano's universal diffuser. Depending on your sleep deprivation level, you can pretend someone is running their hands through your hair and sediing your coils out to dry. Can our AM routine always be this skinny?$28 (shop now)When a diffuser is universal, it should easily attach to any dryer already in your arsenal -
this is unlike violators designed to fit only individual dryers. Whatever you choose, quality is key. This one from Bio June will attach to almost any dryer allowing you to adjust the airflow for more focused curl taming, which is why we noticed this.$24 (shop now)Speaking of even heat distribution, changes in temperature concentration is
often to blame for a swollen wiper out. As ultra-thin people cannot afford to be blown away by extreme heat, subtlety is key. The T3 soft curl diffuser is designed to prevent over-drying, meaning you don't have to compromise on texture or moisture.$30 (Shop Now) Our editors independently research, test, and recommend the best
products; You can learn more about our review process here. We may receive fees for purchases made from our selected links. While your natural inclination may be to focus on styling styling designers and techniques when you're trying to create a certain hair look, believe it or not, it's your hair dryer that makes all the difference.
Because, breaking news, not everyone is evenly robbed. For instance, you have thin hair, and you want to build a blacksmith. You can use all the mousse you want and a round brush until your arms hurt, but something as simple as the hair dryer you use can go a long way to helping make your delicate strands look fuller. Some general
rules to keep in mind when choosing the right hair dryer for thin hair: one, ionic technology can be hit or miss. A common feature in many hair dryers these days, it works by ejecting negative ions that help eliminate Speeds up dry time and leaves hair extra smooth and sleek. This can be a good thing when you're looking to add volume, as
it's a great way to inflate the queer and flying, but, on the other hand, it can also leave your hair too flat. Your best bet? Look for tumble dryers with ionic settings that can be turned on and off. It is also important to consider the supplier; Higher power dryers are stronger, but can sometimes be too aggressive for thin hair, which is also
generally more susceptible to breakage and damage. Shut it up in about 1875 watts is usually a good option.  Come on, the top hair dryers to help you add maximum volume to the upper sea hair.  Any stylist will tell you that using a round brush as you dry is one of the best ways to achieve a lot of volume and movement, yet keep the
finished look smooth and sleek. This tool makes this technique easier than ever; The oval brush dries and gilds the hair simultaneously, increasing the volume at the root and leaving its ends with just the right amount of bending. While it uses ionic technology, it still retains full locks and waist, and combines nylon bristles and boars to work
together to untangle and smooth your hair. Thin or thin hair tends to be already more prone to breakage and damage, so it's even more necessary to practice smart styling habits when drying. Using a heat shield every time you dry is a good move, though the tool you choose can also help. Take this hairdryer, which has crushed pearls
infused into a ceramic barrel. Heat activates this technology, which transmits micro-conditioner through the dryer, and helps smooth the hair. Pair that with a powerful engine that delivers 40 percent faster airflow, and you could be drying up so far.  This brand has a bit like a cult following in the beauty world, thanks to their evolving and
innovative new technologies in their wide range of hair tools. In this dryer, you get all the bells and whistles. Digitally controlled heat and wide airflow allow for fast dry time (reviewers repeatedly comment on how quickly it's a hairdryer), while three heat settings and two speeds allow you to customize according to the alert you want. It also
has a built-in generator that provides negative ions to smooth hair and fight frizz. Despite the insanely cheap price, this wallet-friendly option uses a professional-strength AC engine, the same type found in (many) more value hairdryers. It also comes with not one, but two concentrates to help you add more body in targeted places - think
about your roots or around your hairline - and sprinkles to enhance both curls and volume. There's also a cool photo button. Use it after dry hair to help lock the volume. Weighing in at 1 pound, this featherweight tool uses a DC engine much easier to prevent hair drying from spinning Unwanted arm training. And while on some models the
DC engine makes the result a slightly less powerful end, that's not the case here. Credit 1800 watts of electricity, plus infrared heat and ceramic technologies that dry hair from the inside out and spread heat evenly, respectively, to keep your dry time fast and efficient. When the purpose of your style is not only volume but also shine, look
no further than this top tool. Its tourmaline titanium technology draws in millions of ions to add megawatt shine. And while two or three heat and speed settings may be the norm, this one offers an impressive six of each, along with a nine-legged cable that makes it easy to maneuver and move with. This futuristic design provides intelligent
heat control technology to protect the natural shine of hair. But that's not all. This ultra-fast hairdryer can help increase strand smoothness and reduce frizz and flight by simulating natural air drying. Choose from three quick settings: Fast, Standard, and Styling. We took this product for a ride. Find out how it went in Dyson's supersonic hair
dryer review. Your hair routine shouldn't take hours. For a faster drying time, reach for a high-speed hairdryer that works at a fraction of the time you're used to. With this sleek dryer, you can dry your hair in less than 10 minutes. It uses natural volcanic rock minerals infused with bio-ionic tools to hair conditions and smooth the back of the
wing, and far infrared heat to speed up dry time. Time.
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